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Feature Request. 
 

 

 

 

  

 

Background. 
Lightroom provides very powerful tools to manage images and their related metadata. Unfortunately, the ability to 

place professionally formatted metadata or text on the same page as a print is sadly lacking.  However, the functionality 

required is substantially already working within the Lightroom Classic App, but only in the Slide Show Module. 

Details. 

Please add the existing Text Overlay features within the Slide Show Module to the Print Module.  The functionality can 

be added substantially unchanged, with perhaps some relevant tweaking to respect the characteristics of a Printed Page 

rather than a Slide. I can think of 2 specific tweaks required. 

1. Align the text with the edge of the Image rather than the edge of the screen. 
2. Provide the option in the Text Overlay panel to specify a font size. 

Worked Example. 

The following screen grab is an example of a layout created using existing functionality within the Slide Show Module. 

This (with a few tweaks) is very close to the layout a photographer may use for a Portfolio Print or a Fine Art Print.  

 

Box A highlights the ‘Add text To Slide’ button. This allows the user select the required metadata or custom text field. 

Box B can then be used to apply formatting to the Text (eg Font and Weight, but Font Size is missing). 

In this example I have used the following Metadata Fields. 1) Title 2) Headline 3) Copyright 4) Date of Capture.  

The Text Overlay functionality in the Slide Show Module is very powerful and very well conceived. Adding this 

functionality to the Print Module will add considerable value to Lightroom Classic and will be of tremendous assistance  

to Lightroom Classic users who wish to create professional quality Portfolio and/or Fine Art Prints. 

Application Adobe Lightroom Classic 

Module Print 
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